
SHAUN WILLCOCK talks about “Contending in South Africa”; 

SHAUN WILLCOCK writes of “The Madness of Multiculturalism” 

 

Back in 2003 it was my privilege to host a ministry visit by SHAUN WILLCOCK of 

‘Bible Based Ministries’ (South Africa). If you are not familiar with Shaun’s ministry 

you can learn of his work by going to his ministry web site on  

 

http://www.biblebasedministries.co.uk/ 

 

Over recent months I have been checking through a large number of videos and 

audio recordings I have accumulated over the years and some have already been 

posted to YouTube (often forming a relevant integral part of an article I have written). 
 

In relation to Shaun’s 2003 visit I had ‘unearthed’ an audio recording of one of the 

meetings at which he had spoken and my intention was to contact him to seek his 

permission to post that to YouTube. However, before I had contacted Shaun, he 

providentially made contact with me to say that just recently he had converted a 

video of one of his meetings to DVD. I explained my ‘YouTube hopes’ and he very 

willingly sent a copy of the DVD to me and it relates to the talk he gave at ‘The 

WORD’ near Moira on Saturday 8 November 2003. 
 

There is a (just over) 10 minute introduction by myself explaining a little of the 

background of how I came to invite Shaun to come to the Province and then Shaun 

gives a fascinating talk on “Contending for Christ in South Africa”. You can watch 

all this by going to 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jN4Lu73s2U  

 

Then, just in recent days Shaun has sent out details of his latest book – one that I 

think will be extremely timely and very relevant. It is titled "THE MADNESS of 

MULTICULTURALISM".  
 

The 'Multicultural Crusade' in the United Kingdom over recent decades has 

changed it beyond recognition, and not for the better, and I believe the same view 

would be echoed in many other countries around the world. 

 

For details of the contents of the book, its price and how to order you can again go to  

 

http://www.biblebasedministries.co.uk/ 
 

If you can support Shaun’s ministry either directly (via his web site) and/or in 

addition by purchasing his book then I would encourage you to do so. 

 

Cecil Andrews – ‘Take Heed’ Ministries – 1 September 2014  
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